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»EURYPAN – Facing Europe«

An artistic-interdisciplinary periodical poses the volatile question: „What is the identity of Europe?“

The project »EURYPAN« wants to capture and challenge the currently-on-trial European identity primarily 
in its cultural and narrative diversity. Initiated by the directors of the Academy of Visual Arts, Frankfurt, 
Seyyal and Tomaso Carnetto and published in cooperation with Trademark Publishing, 
the artistic-interdisciplinary designed periodical searches for concrete ways, to bring this diversity closer 
to people and strengthen the unity of this construction with the dipiction of Europe’s diversity. »EURYPAN« 
is also exemplary of the Academy of Visual Arts‘ approach. The University has made it its task to discuss 
current societal and political questions making use of the tools of communication design. 

Conceptualised as a continuous periodical, the pilot features extracts from a speech by Jean-Claude 
Juncker, President of the European Commission from 9th September 2015, which Tomaso Carnetto 
contrasts with drawings and illustrations, depicting abstracted faces of Europe. Quotes from authors and 
artists on the European idea complement these combinations of text and pictures and underpin the 
question of a shared identity of Europe.

»EURYPAN« has been created as an interactive project, which connects varied voices of European culture 
– authors, artists, designers, fashion designers, film directors – to form new unities of European diversity. 
With the presence of the publication in the mass media, such as a supplement to daily newspapers, on 
the internet, on TV and through personal contact that can arise in encounters with students and 
contemporary witnesses when reading and working on new issues, the European idea is meant to find 
a new expression, that is less abstract than a common currency. 

Starting point of the project was the name »Europe«. The word is derived from the Greek words eurys 
»wide« and pannus »piece of cloth, canvas, patch«. It finds its correspondence in what Europe is today: 
a big patchwork rug. But all attempts to strengthen this unity have so far not been particularly successful. 
The question of how this unity can be achieved and intensified, however has to be asked. Because 
Europe, more than ever before, faces a crucial test in the current global political situation. 

With the project »EURYPAN« the Academy of Visual Arts, Frankfurt addresses this question. 
The periodical is enabled by European funds and the support of companies and dedicated individuals. 
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The Academy of Visual Arts, Frankfurt

The state-approved University, Academy of Visual Arts, Frankfurt, practices an interconnected approach, 
transcending the boundaries of classic design disciplines and is as thus unique in the German academic 
landscape. Together with artists, designers, humanists, information technologists, architects and natural 
scientists, the students work on aesthetic, philosophical and technological questions and develop innova-
tive design solutions. 
The academy combines teaching and research assignments. It analyses current practices of form and dis-
course in the field of design,  develops and supports new fields of design application as well as translates 
current scientific methods and techniques to use them in the design process. 
The eight semester long, bilingual full time course encompasses the specialist areas textiles, fashion, la 
wand politics, art, culture as well as as society and social issues. Central to the course is the link between 
teaching, research and practice.
Founded in 1957 by Carlo Ruppert based on the model of the Bauhaus, the Academy has established itself 
as a noteworthy institution for visual communication nationally and internationally. In close cooperation 
with partners from economy and culture, it stays abreast of the growing importance of design. 
The Academy of Visual Arts regularly publishes documents, that are results of the work processes and 
questions the University deals with. Recent examples are the publications „Eurypan“ by Tomaso Carnetto 
and „01.04.1915 – 30.04.1915“ – „A linguistic transnotation of state documents on the genocide of the 
Armenians“ by Seyyal Carnetto, published by Trademark Publishing in September 2015.

Tomaso Carnetto

studied communication design followed by independent work in the areas conception, design and journa-
lism. Running parallel to a number of teaching positions in design theory and practice, Tomaso Carnetto 
developed the foundation of the Academy of Visual Art, Frankfurt’s teaching methods, for whose artistic 
direction he is responsible for since 2007 together with Seyyal Carnetto. The approach is fundamentally 
determined by the transfer of language (poetry, literature) to interdisciplinary design processes. Tomaso 
Carnetto is author of numerous publications; recently published are: »Linguistic Body I, on the proportio-
nality of thinking and creating« (2012), »Linguistic Body II, fashion« (2014), »Drawing« (2015), »Lectures« 
(2015) as well as »Eurypan« (2015).

Seyyal Carnetto

studied communication design and since intensively focusses on – theoretically and practically - the 
areas of design, art, fashion and poetry. Following numerous teaching posts at the Academy of Visual Arts, 
Frankfurt, Seyyal Carnetto took on the artistic and executive direction of the Academy in 2007 together 
with Tomaso Carnetto and developed new, interdisciplinary-orientated  study areas. The application of 
design in „law and politics“ is considered as a pilot project in Germany. Together with Tomaso Carnetto, 
she is the author of »Linguistic Body II, Fashion « (2014). Seyyal Carnetto is also the author of »01.04.1915 - 
30.04.1915 – a linguistic transnotation of state documents on the genocide of the Armenians « (2015). 
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